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Plasma Molding Over Surface Topography:
Simulation of Ion Flow, and Energy and Angular

Distributions Over Steps in RF High-Density Plasmas
Doosik Kim and Demetre J. Economou

Abstract—A two-dimensional fluid/Monte Carlo (MC) simula-
tion model was developed to study plasma “molding” over surface
topography. The radio frequency (RF) sheath potential evolution,
ion density, and flux profiles over the surface were predicted with
a self-consistent fluid simulation. The trajectories of ions and ener-
getic neutrals (resulting by ion neutralization on surfaces or charge
exchange collisions in the gas phase) were then followed with a
MC simulation. In this paper, ion flow, energy and angular distri-
butions of ions, and energetic neutrals bombarding an otherwise
planar surface with a step are reported. The step height was com-
parable to the sheath thickness for the RF high-density plasma
considered. As one approaches the step sidewall, the ion flux de-
creases, the ion energy distribution narrows, and the ion impact
angle increases drastically. The ion impact angle at the foot of the
step scales with the ratio of sheath thickness to step height. The en-
ergetic neutral flux is found to be comparable to the ion flux on the
horizontal surface near the step sidewall. Simulation results are in
good agreement with experimental data on ion flux and ion energy
and angular distributions near the step.

Index Terms—Energetic neutrals, Monte Carlo simulation,
plasma simulation, sheath over steps, two-dimensional sheath.

I. INTRODUCTION

L OW-GAS pressure high-charge density plasmas are used
extensively for processing of electronic materials, espe-

cially for etching and deposition of thin films, as well as sur-
face modification [1], [2]. Examples of high-density plasmas
(HDPs) include inductively coupled, helicon, and electron cy-
clotron resonance discharges. The success of plasma processes
depends critically on the flux, energy, and angular distributions
of energetic ions bombarding the substrate. In HDPs, the sub-
strate is often biased with an independent radio frequency (RF)
power supply to control the energy of ions impacting the sub-
strate. Depending on the ratio of the RF time scale to the ion
transit time through the sheath, a broad ion energy distribution
(IED) may result [3], [4], [37]. Surface reactions would hardly
be affected by low energy ions, while high energy ions could
cause damage to the substrate. Also, for anisotropic etch appli-
cations with shallow etch-stop layers, ions must arrive perpen-
dicular and uniformly to the substrate. Therefore, controlling
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Fig. 1. Plasma molding over a step of heightH . When the sheath thickness
L is much larger thanH [L � H , case (i)], the plasma–sheath interface
(meniscus) is barely perturbed. At the other extreme [L � H , case (iii)],
the plasma–sheath interface conforms almost exactly to the surface topography.
The intermediate case is shown asL � H [case (ii)].

the ion flux, IED, and ion angular distribution (IAD) on the sub-
strate are central goals in plasma processing.

Various analytical or numerical models [4]–[8], [37]–[39],
as well as experimental measurements [9]–[12] of IEDs and
IADs have been reported. In these studies, any surface fea-
tures on the substrate were extremely small compared to the
sheath thickness, i.e., the substrate was effectively planar.
There are several applications, however, for which the size
of features on the substrate can be comparable to or larger
than the sheath thickness. These include plasma source ion
implantation, neutral beam processing, plasma thrusters, and
the fabrication of microelectromechanical systems [13]–[16].
The plasma would then try to “mold” over the surface topog-
raphy, i.e., the plasma–sheath boundary or meniscus would
not be planar any more. The resulting curved electric field
lines can alter the oncoming ion trajectories, greatly influ-
encing the IADs. The ion flux and IEDs along the surface
contour would also be affected. Fig. 1 provides a schematic
of plasma molding over a step of height as an example. In
case (i) the sheath thickness, , is much larger than the step
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Fig. 2. Computational domain and boundary conditions used for simulations.
The electron (ion) density is specified on the upper boundary. The potential is
specified on the upper boundary and the Si substrate (wall). Symmetry condition
is used on both sides. Small black dots on the substrate to the right of the step
represent the four locations (75, 150, 300, and 1500�m away from the step),
where MC kinetic data were collected.

height. The plasma–sheath interface (meniscus) is essentially
planar as if the step were nonexistent. In the other extreme
[case (iii)], , the plasma sheath conforms to the
shape of the surface topography. In the intermediate case (ii)

, the plasma–sheath meniscus “bends” gently over
the step. Cases (i)–(iii) would result in drastically different
angular distributions of ions impacting the substrate. The flux
and IEDs would also be affected. The sheath thickness
depends on the size of the local (evaluated at the sheath edge)
Debye length and the sheath potential.

In this article, a two-dimensional (2-D) fluid/Monte Carlo
(MC) simulation is reported, in an effort to predict the ion flux,
IEDs, and IADs on a surface with a step, in contact with a
high-density Ar plasma. Energetic (fast) neutrals resulting by
neutralization of ions on the wall or by charge exchange (CX)
collisions in the gas were also studied. A description of the model
and numerical procedures are presented in Section II. Simulation
results and comparison with experimental measurements are
discussed in Section III. Conclusions are drawn in Section IV.

II. SIMULATION

A schematic of the 2-D ( ) system studied is shown in
Fig. 2. Away from the step, the sheath is one-dimensional (1-D)
and the voluminous literature on 1-D sheaths can be applied.
The goal is to study the ion flux, IEDs, and IADs as a func-
tion of position along the 2-D step. For this purpose, a com-
bined fluid/MC simulation was employed. The fluid simulation
provided the 2-D RF electric field profiles. These were used as
input to the MC simulation to follow ion (and fast neutral) tra-
jectories through the sheath and onto the wall.

TABLE I
PARAMETER VALUES USED FORSIMULATION

*Used for Monte Carlo simulations only.

A. Fluid Simulation

An electropositive plasma with one type of positive ions and
electrons was considered. The governing equations are the 2-D
compressible fluid equations (species and momentum balance)
for ions, coupled with Poisson’s equation for the electric po-
tential [2], [17], [18], [40], [19]. The Boltzmann relation was
used for the electron density, assuming that the pressure force
is balanced by the local electric field force (neglecting electron
inertia) [2]. It was further assumed that the ion distribution func-
tion is a local drifting Maxwellian. Isothermal equations of state
were used for both electrons and ions. The background neutral
gas pressure and temperature (hence density) were taken to be
constant throughout.

The ion mass and momentum balance equations read

(1)

(2)

where , , and are the ion density, ion mass, and ion fluid
velocity, respectively. is the electric potential andis the ele-
mentary charge. Ions could suffer either elastic or CX collisions
with the background gas. Neither of these processes alters the
ion density (no source or sink terms in the ion mass balance).
However, these collisions affect the ion momentum as shown
by the last term in (2), where is the total collision frequency
for momentum loss. Since a drifting Maxwellian is isotropic in
the frame moving with the ion drift velocity, a viscous stress
term was not included in the momentum equation [17]. The ion
pressure force was ignored because the ion temperature is much
lower than the electron temperature (cold ions). However, ion
thermal effects were accounted for in the MC simulations (see
next section).

Poisson’s equation with the Boltzmann relation for electrons
reads

(3)

where is the permittivity of free space, is the electron
temperature, and and are the values for electric potential
and ion density, respectively, at the upper boundary (see Fig. 2).
Parameter values are shown in Table I.
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TABLE II
SUMMARY OF SIMULATION CASESSTUDIED IN THIS WORK. FOR CASES(a)–(j),THE POTENTIAL ON THE UPPERBOUNDARY OF FIG. 2 IS� = 33+ 17 sin! t
V. FOR CASE (k) � = 50 + 17 sin! t V AND FOR CASE (l) � = 70+ 17 sin! t V. THE ELECTRONTEMPERATURET IS 3.7 eVAND THE POTENTIAL OF

THE WALL � IS 0. THE RESULTING SHEATH THICKNESS(ON A FLAT WALL ) AND THE RATIO OF SHEATH THICKNESS TOSTEP HEIGHT (L =H) ARE ALSO

SHOWN. GAS PRESSURE ANDTEMPERATUREARE 5 mtorrAND 0.05 eV, RESPECTIVELY. RF FREQUENCYIS 13.56 MHz

* The sheath edge is defined as the position where the relative net charge(n � n )=n is equal to 0.01, with the densities determined by the fluid simulation.

The time-average sheath thickness is calculated 1500�m away from the step sidewall, where the sheath is one-dimensional. The sheath thickness shows small

variation (a few percent) for some cases with the same plasma parameters, but with different step height. This is due to differences in mesh size used inthe numerical

solution.

Fig. 2 also shows the computational domain and boundary
conditions employed in this work. A silicon (Si) substrate is lo-
cated at the bottom of the domain. A 300-m-tall step is shown
in Fig. 2, although steps with different height (100 and 600m)
were also used (see Table II). The electric potential was spec-
ified at the top boundary ( ) and on the Si substrate ( ).
The Si dopant density was assumed high enough for the sub-
strate to be equipotential (no charging). A symmetry condition
( ) was applied at the side boundaries. The domain
height (3000 m in Fig. 2), was always much thicker than the
sheath thickness (Table II). Hence, the quasi-neutrality condi-
tion ( ) was applied at the top boundary. The RF
plasma sheath evolved self consistently in accordance with the
specified plasma parameters (and ; effectively, the local
Debye length) at the top boundary, and the sheath potential.

At the top boundary, the ion density was specified, but the
ion flux was not known. When an ion flux (ion velocity) was
also specified, spurious profiles of ion density and flux were ob-
served near the upper boundary. To resolve this issue, the inlet
ion vertical velocity was linearly extrapolated based on the

values at the first two interior nodes . This up-
stream condition has been used before in compressible gas dy-
namics simulations [20]. It allows the inlet flux to develop as
part of the solution. Simulations started with a specified inlet
velocity (for instance, , where is the Bohm ve-
locity), which was subsequently updated (using the above equa-
tion) after each time step. For given plasma parameters, the
steady state inlet flux converged to the same value, regardless
of the initial value of the inlet velocity.

The governing equations were discretized in space using
a finite difference scheme. Conventional higher order (2)
schemes are known to suffer from numerical instability and
oscillations near steep gradients in highly convective flows,
which eventually destroy the solution [20]. To overcome these
problems, researchers often use low-order schemes (order 1),
such as the upwind or donor cell methods, to discretize the
convective terms. Low-order schemes can stabilize the solution,
but suffer from excessive numerical diffusion which degrades
accuracy. Boris and Book [21] developed the flux-corrected
transport (FCT) scheme, in an effort to preserve the advantages
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of the low-order and high-order schemes, while at the same
time minimizing their disadvantages. In FCT, a weighted-av-
erage value of low-order and high-order fluxes is used for
the convective terms. The high-order flux is weighted to the
maximum extent that allows no instability to be introduced. In
this manner, the FCT solutions are stable and also have higher
accuracy than low-order solutions. The original FCT scheme
was improved and extended to cover multidimensional flows
by Zalesak [22]. This algorithm has been used for plasma
simulations before [23], [24]. Zalesak’s multidimensional
algorithm was also used in this work. The time step was
chosen so that the Courant–Friederichs–Levy condition was
satisfied. In this study, the Courant number was set to be less
than 0.5 [20]. The time step was also set less than 1/200 of the
RF cycle time (74 ns). It was assumed that the electric field
remained unchanged during a time step. At the end of each
time step, Poisson’s equation (3) was solved iteratively by a
Newton–Raphson method to update the electric potential. The
Newton–Raphson algorithm was combined with the conjugate
gradient scheme to ensure global convergence. The successive
over-relaxation method with Chebychev acceleration was
used to invert the Jacobian matrix [25]. Marching in time
was continued until a periodic steady state was reached. This
normally required 100s of RF cycles.

B. MC Simulation

If ion flow is collisionless, the ion energy and angular dis-
tribution functions at the substrate can, in principle, be calcu-
lated knowing the electric field profiles and the initial ion dis-
tributions. When ions suffer collisions, however, MC simula-
tion is necessary to calculate the ion distributions at the sub-
strate. The MC simulation procedure used in this work is sum-
marized in Fig. 3. For the flight between collisions (free flight)
the equations of motion were integrated using a fourth-order
Runge–Kutta method

(4)

where and are electric fields determined by the 2-D fluid
simulation, and , and are components of the particle
(not fluid) velocity. The electric field is spatially nonuniform
and time varying in the RF cycle. When integrating (4), an ion
was not allowed to pass through a mesh cell in a single time step.

Ions with the appropriate energy and angular distributions
(see below) were launched near the sheath edge. The launching
location was a horizontal plane on which the ion fluid velocity
was about 0.9 . The location of the ion launching plane was
in the transition region between the presheath and the sheath.
(At the sheath edge, the ion velocity should be greater than or
equal to the Bohm velocity.) Ions were evenly distributed along
the launching plane as well as in RF phase (0 to 2). The posi-
tion of the launching plane did not influence the results signif-
icantly, provided that the launching plane was far enough from

Fig. 3. Flow chart of MC simulation which follows ions and fast neutrals. IED
and IAD functions are specified at the input. The simulation accounts for both
CX and elastic scattering (SC) collisions in the gas phase. Ion reflection on the
sidewall is also accounted for.

the sheath edge. Due to collisions with the background gas in
the presheath, ions at the launching plane should have an en-
ergy distribution with a spread of order [26]. The entering
ion kinetic energy was determined as follows. The mean energy
( ) of ions was first evaluated

(5)

using the ion fluid velocities at the launching plane. The ion
velocity at this plane was nearly normal, i.e., . The ion
drift energy ( ) was then determined as

(6)

where was picked from a Gaussian distribution

(7)

with and (i.e., the full-width at half-max-
imum is 1.0). The distribution in (7) was cutoff for or

. Using (6) and (7), one can generate ion distribution func-
tions at the sheath edge similar to those proposed by Riemann
[26]. Collisions in the presheath also cause angular spread of the
incoming ions. For the IAD, we used [12]

(8)
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with

(9)

where is the transverse ion temperature. When compared
to that of [12], the angular distribution of (8) is missing a
factor (multiplier), because it was difficult to sample from the
distribution function containing this factor. This does not intro-
duce much error. Under conditions of interest here, the IAD at
the sheath edge has a spread of only several degrees off normal.
For a spread of 5, for example, not far from
unity.

The energy and angular distributions of entering ions in (7)
and (8) were intended for a 1-D sheath over a planar surface.
In order to utilize these distribution functions, it is necessary to
launch ions at a position where the influence of plasma molding
is negligible. The launching position defined above satisfies this
requirement.

During their transit through the sheath, ions can experience
SC or charge–exchange (CX) collisions with the background
gas (for a pressure of 5 mtorr, however, the sheath is nearly
collisionless). The null collision method was employed [27],
with a constant total cross section, to evaluate the free flight
distance between collision events. At the end of each free flight,
the type of collision was determined according to the probability
for each collision event: ( ), ( ), and null collision ( )

(10)

Cross-section data for SC and CX collisions between Arand
Ar were obtained from [2], and are shown as analytic fits below

(11)

(12)

where cross sections are in 10 cm and the ion kinetic en-
ergy, is in eV. Due to the mathematical singularity of the log-
arithmic function, (11) and (12) were cutoff at eV.
Since the background gas density was assumed to be uniform,
the collision probability was determined by the ion kinetic en-
ergy at the time of the collision event. SC was treated as a hard
sphere collision. For CX collisions, the fast ion and slow neu-
tral switched identity (i.e., became fast neutral and slow ion, re-
spectively) without changing their precollision velocity vector
(resonant process). Both the fast neutral and slow ion were fol-
lowed after the collision. Energetic neutrals could suffer SC fur-
ther on. Through a series of SCs or reflections on the solid sur-
face, fast neutrals may exit the top boundary (this can not happen
for ions). Neutrals exiting the top boundary returned to the bulk
plasma and were thermalized. They were not followed any fur-
ther.

Energetic particle (ions or fast neutrals) scattering on the Si
surface is quite complicated [28]. Incidence angle, energy, and
surface condition (roughness, contamination) all play a role.
Several experimental and/or computational studies [29]–[32]
have been reported on the impact of energetic (1 eV
1 keV) ions on surfaces. The energy and angular distributions
of reflected species are still the subject of investigations. The

employed model for surface scattering is the simplest possible
and consistent with current knowledge. When impacting, ions
lose most of their energy through a series of collisions with
surface atoms which may cause ions to be trapped in the sur-
face. Trapped ions were not followed any further in the sim-
ulation. The probability for surface trapping was treated as a
linear function of incidence angle without energy dependency.
Helmer and Graves [31] reported molecular dynamics simula-
tions of Ar impacts onto bare silicon, showing that the reflec-
tion probability increased almost linearly with the impact angle

becoming unity for . Following the trend in their
data for 50 eV Ar , the reflection probability ( ) was assumed
to be

for

for (13)

In case of reflection, the degree of ion neutralization was as-
sumed to be 100% [32]. It was then assumed that the resulting
neutrals reflect specularly (i.e., ). To calculate the en-
ergy transfer, a binary collision model with two half-scatterings
was employed [31]

(14)

where and are the kinetic energy of reflected and incident
particle, respectively. The mass ratio in
this case. This model assumes that the incident particle experi-
ences two consecutive binary collisions with surface atoms, be-
fore being released from the surface. The scattering angle was
assumed to be the same for both collisions. The half-scattering
angle is

(15)

Helmer and Graves observed that the average energy of reflected
Ar from silicon surfaces can be reasonably estimated by the bi-
nary collision model.

Kinetic data of ions and fast neutrals were collected and
recorded at the substrate to the right of the sidewall of the
step. Four locations on the substrate were chosen to facilitate a
comparison with experiments: 75, 150, 300, and 1500m from
the step (see Fig. 2). Table I also shows the base parameter
values used for MC simulations.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A summary of the different cases simulated is shown in
Table II. In all cases, the base case conditions in Table I were
used. The main parameters varied were the step height, and
the plasma density at the upper boundary (Fig. 2) of the com-
putational domain . The RF potential of the upper boundary

was also varied. The wall was always at a potential of
zero (grounded). The time-averaged sheath thickness over
a planar surface is also shown in Table II. The sheath
thickness scales approximately with (i.e., Debye length)
and shows a rather weak dependency on the potential of the
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Fig. 4. Contour plots of electric potential at� (� t=2�=! ) = 0. Cases
(a)-(c) correspond to (a)-(c) of Table II: (a)n = 1:3 � 10 m ;H =
600�m; andL =H = 0:485, (b) n = 1:3 � 10 m ;H =
300�m; andL =H = 0:97, and (c) n = 2 � 10 m ;H =
300�m; andL =H = 2:43.

upper boundary (sheath potential in this case). Plasma molding
depends on the sheath thickness relative to the step height.
The simulated range of the ratio was from 0.253 up to
10.2.

Fig. 4(a)–(c) displays electric potential profiles around steps
for cases (a)–(c) of Table II, respectively. The sheath thickness
is comparable to the step height in all three cases. As a conse-
quence, the plasma “feels” the change of the surface topology,
and the sheath “wraps” around the step. The sheath is locally
thicker over the step and becomes gradually thinner and planar
away from the step. For higher plasma density (i.e., thinner
sheath) and/or taller step, the sheath becomes more conformal
to the surface topography [compare cases (b) and (c)].

The corresponding electric field vector profiles are shown in
Fig. 5. The electric field is very weak outside the sheath and
picks up in strength as one enters the sheath near the wall. The
electric field vectors are nearly vertical away from the step, but

Fig. 5. Electric field vector plots for the conditions of Fig. 4. Note that the
electric field inside the solid wall is zero (equipotential surface). The sheath
edge is also shown in (a). The solid line corresponds to the location where the
relative net charge is 0.01. The dotted line corresponds to the location where the
ion speed equals the Bohm speed.

diverge strongly near the step. This divergence has direct im-
plications for ion trajectories near the step, and the resulting
IAD function (see below). Importantly, ions spend much of their
sheath transit time in regions of strongly divergent fields. Thus,
such ions acquire a significant horizontal velocity component,
and impact the horizontal plane to the right of the step at large
angles with respect to the normal. When the sheath is thin (case
a), the electric field is pointing almost horizontally along most
of the step sidewall. The highest electric field strength is at the
upper right hand corner of the step. One should note a signif-
icant difference between the cases of Fig. 5 and the cases that
would result for a very small feature height ( ). For
example, in etching of microelectronic devices, feature sizes are
below half a micron. In such cases, and for typical sheath thick-
ness of hundreds of micrometers, ions would accelerate under
the influence of a vertical (collimated) field for most of their
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Fig. 6. IEDs obtained by MC simulation at four locations to the right of the
step. Cases (a)–(c) correspond to (a)–(c) of Table II.

transit through the sheath. Ions would “feel” the existence of
horizontal fields only for the last few microns of their journey.
Thus, the expected ion divergence is much weaker in this case
[33], [34], [41].

The energy distributions of ions impinging at four locations
(75, 150, 300, and 1500m) on the horizontal surface mea-
sured to the right of the foot of the step are depicted in Fig. 6.
These IEDs were calculated using the MC simulation with the
electric field profiles of Fig. 5 as input. Cases (a)–(c) of Fig. 6
again correspond to (a)–(c) of Table II. Characteristic double
peaked IEDs are obtained indicative of short (compared to the
RF field period) ion transit times through the sheath. Gener-
ally, the shape of the IEDs depends on the value of the product

, where is the applied RF field frequency and is
the ion transit time through the sheath. When , ions
cross the sheath in a small fraction of the RF period and sample
the instantaneous potential drop across the sheath. The IEDs are
double peaked (for a single ion species). When ,
the ion transit time is very long compared to the field period,
and ions sample the time-average sheath potential. The IEDs
have a single peak. The IEDs narrow as the plasma density de-
creases and the sheath thickens, corresponding to a longer ion
transit time [compare cases (b) and (c)]. Similarly, for any par-
ticular case, the IEDs narrow as one approaches the step starting

Fig. 7. IADs obtained by MC simulation at four locations to the right of the
step. Cases (a)–(c) correspond to (a)–(c) of Table II.

1500 m away and going 75m near the foot of the step. This is
due to the fact that the sheath gets thicker as one approaches the
step (see also Fig. 4). The ion flux on the horizontal surface (in-
tegral of the IEDs) decreases as the step is approached, because
ions are diverted away from the vertical and strike the sidewall
of the step. It should be mentioned that only the relative values
of the IEDs (and IADs) are of interest here; that is why the dis-
tributions are not normalized.

The corresponding IADs, calculated by the MC simulation,
are shown in Fig. 7. Away from the step (1500m), the IADs are
nearly Gaussian centered at zero, reflecting the angular spread
of ions emerging from the plasma (several degrees off normal).
These ions only see a vertical field. As the step is approached,
however, ions see an electric field with a progressively stronger
horizontal component, resulting in more ion divergence and a
larger impact angle. Fig. 7 also indicates that the ion flux (inte-
gral of the IADs) is reduced as the step is approached. Finally,
as the ratio increases [from case (b) to case (c)], ion
divergence becomes weaker (smaller impact angles) and the re-
duction in ion current as the step is approached is not as pro-
nounced.

Fig. 8 depicts the time-average ion flux and ion impact angle
(with respect to the vertical) along the surface contour for case
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Fig. 8. Time-average ion flux and ion impact angle as a function of contour
length along the surface of the substrate, for case (b) of Table II. The ion flux
is defined asn v for horizontal surfaces (AB and CD) andn u for sidewall
(BC), wheren is the ion density andu andv are the horizontal and vertical,
respectively, ion fluid velocity components. The impact angle is defined as
tan (u=v).

(b) of Table II calculated by the fluid simulation. The contour
length is measured along the surface of the substrate with po-
sition zero defined at the foot of the step (point C). Since only
the normal component of the ion flux is shown, the flux pro-
file is discontinuous at the two corners (points B and C). As
one approaches the step from the left (point A), the ion flux in-
creases from its undisturbed value to its maximum at the upper
right corner of the step (point B). Along the sidewall BC, the ion
flux increases abruptly to a local maximum near (but not at) the
upper right corner, due to the inertia of oncoming ions. The ion
flux then drops to its lowest value at the foot of the step (point
C) only to increase thereafter to its undisturbed value away from
the step (point D). The impact angle is defined as ,
where and are the horizontal and vertical ion fluid velocities,
respectively. The impact angle is zero (i.e., ions arrive along the
vertical) away from the step on either side from the sidewall BC,
and peaks near the middle of the sidewall. Ions can be deflected
by more than 50off the vertical due to the horizontal compo-
nent of the electric field (Fig. 5).

In order to quantify the dependence of ion deflection on the
system length scales (sheath thicknessand step height ,
we define as the impact angle of ions at the foot of the step
(point C). Fig. 9 shows that decreases linearly as
increases up to approximately 3. Then, keeps decreasing
(albeit at a smaller rate) as keeps increasing. For very
small , the sheath is almost exactly conformal to the step
and is 45 . For very large , the surface feature is in-
significant, and should approach zero, i.e., ions are barely
deflected. Note that the fluid results of Fig. 9 do not account for
the distribution of ion angles, which are present even in the ab-
sence of a step (due to collisions in the presheath, for example).
These were accounted for in the MC simulations of Fig. 7, re-
sulting in a spread of several degrees off normal for ions away
from the step where the sheath is planar.

Based on the discussion so far, one might expect that a signif-
icant fraction of the oncoming ion flux will strike the sidewall of
the step (BC in Fig. 8). These ions will be reflected as neutrals,
which will subsequently strike the horizontal surface to the right
of the step (CD in Fig. 8). In addition, a fraction of the ion energy
will be deposited on the wall, depending on the ion impact angle
and the masses of the ion and the wall material [(14)]. Fig. 10

Fig. 9. � vs.L =H for all cases listed in Table II. Linear fit to data for
L =H < 3 is also shown.� is the ion impact angle at the foot of the step
(point C in Fig. 8).

Fig. 10. Particle (top) and energy (bottom) flux of fast neutrals on the
horizontal surface to the right of the step sidewall versus normalized distance
from the step sidewall. Cases (a)–(c) correspond to (a)–(c) of Table II. The MC
simulation yields the relative values of the flux. The absolute values shown
here were calculated based on the ion flux found by the fluid simulation.

shows the particle (top) and energy (bottom) flux of fast neutrals
on the horizontal surface to the right of the step, as calculated
by the MC simulation. Cases (a) to (c) of Fig. 10, correspond to
cases (a) to (c), respectively, of Table II. Note that, in the present
context, “neutrals” refers to energetic particles resulting by ion
neutralization on the sidewalls (and to a much lesser extent, by
CX collisions in the gas phase). Thermalized (slow) neutrals are
not considered. Far from the step, almost all flux should be due
to ions. The energetic neutral flux can be greater than zero, even
far away from the step, due to CX collisions depending on gas
pressure, ion flux, and sheath thickness). The neutral flux can be
comparable to or even larger than the ion flux near the foot of
the step (compare to ion fluxes of Fig. 8). As increases
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Fig. 11. Comparison between experimental data and simulation predictions of
IEDs at three different locations on the horizontal surface to the right of the step
sidewall. See text for experimental conditions and simulation parameters.

[going from (a) to (c)], the sheath is less conformal along the
step, and ions strike the step sidewall at more grazing angles.
Thus, the maximum in the energetic neutral flux occurs closer
to the foot of the step and the neutral flux profile does not extend
far from the step. Fig. 10 (bottom) shows that the energetic neu-
trals can retain a significant fraction of the dc sheath potential,
resulting in an energy flux of neutrals comparable to that of ions
near the step sidewall. This suggests that the reflected neutrals
can have considerable effect on the etching or deposition near
the step.

A. Comparison With Experimental Data

In Figs. 11–13, simulation results are compared with ex-
perimental data taken by Woodworthet al. [35]. Experiments
were carried out in pure Ar discharges in an inductively
coupled plasma sustained in a gaseous electronics conference
(GEC) reference cell. Using a gridded ion analyzer with a
hexagonally packed electrode array detector, the flux, energy,
and angular distributions of ions were measured to the right of
a 300- m-tall step. Since the detector elements were shaped
in three concentric rings (6.4, 12.9 , and 19 off normal),
the angular resolution of the experimental data is rather crude.
A double Langmuir probe was used to measure the plasma
density and electron temperature in the vicinity of the RF
biased chuck. With 5-mtorr gas pressure and 250-W inductive
coil power, the plasma density was 1.3 10 m , the
electron temperature was 3.7 eV, and the peak-to-peak voltage
between the plasma and chuck was 21. The parameters
used for the simulation were m ,
eV, V, V,
and MHz, corresponding to the experimental

Fig. 12. Comparison between experimental data and simulation predictions
of IADs at four different locations on the horizontal surface to the right of
the step sidewall. The experimental angular resolution was crude. See text for
experimental conditions and simulation parameters.

Fig. 13. Comparison between experimental data and simulation predictions of
ion flux versus distance on the horizontal surface to the right of the step sidewall.
See text for experimental conditions and simulation parameters.

conditions. Reasonable agreement between the experimental
data and the model predictions is achieved. All qualitative
trends are captured: as one approaches the step from the
right, the double peaked IEDs narrow (Fig. 11), the IADs
show progressively stronger deflection (larger angles off the
normal) of ion trajectories (Fig. 12), and the ion flux decreases
(Fig. 13). The simulation is in semiquantitative agreement with
the experiment. The discrepancies in the spread of the IEDs
(Fig. 11) are probably due to underestimation of the plasma
density by the Langmuir probe experiment [35]. When the
plasma density in the simulation was doubled, the predicted
spread in the IEDs increased to approach the the measured
one. Errors in plasma density estimations by Langmuir probe
measurements are discussed in [36].
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IV. CONCLUSION

A 2-D fluid/MC simulation was developed to study plasma
molding over surface topography. The self-consistent fluid sim-
ulation included the ion mass and momentum continuity equa-
tions coupled to the Poisson equation for the electric potential.
The Boltzmann relation was assumed for electrons (no elec-
tron inertia). The simulation predicted the evolution of the RF
plasma sheath over the surface topography, and the spatiotem-
poral profiles of the electric field in the region. Using the elec-
tric field profiles from the fluid simulation, ions, and energetic
neutrals (resulting by ion neutralization on the wall or by CX
collisions in the gas phase) were followed by the MC simula-
tion. Using these simulation procedures, ion flow, IEDs, and
IADs over an otherwise planar surface with a step were pre-
dicted. The step height was comparable to the sheath thickness
for the high-density RF argon plasma considered. As one ap-
proached the vertical wall of the step, the ion flux decreased, the
double-peaked IEDs narrowed, and the IADs indicated strong
deflection of ions toward the (vertical) sidewall of the step. This
was due to strong horizontal components of the electric field
near the step, coupled with the fact that ions spend a sizable
fraction of their sheath transit time under the influence of these
fields. The ion impact angle at the foot of the step scaled with
the ratio of sheath thickness to step height. The energetic neutral
flux was found to be comparable to the ion flux on the horizontal
surface to the right of the step sidewall. Simulation results were
in good agreement with experimental data on ion flux, IEDs,
and IADs near the step.
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